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            Abstract
Surface weather conditions are closely governed by the large-scale circulation of the Earthâ€™s atmosphere. Recent increases in the occurrence of some extreme weather phenomena1,2 have led to multiple mechanistic hypotheses linking changes in atmospheric circulation to increasing probability of extreme events3,4,5. However, observed evidence of long-term change in atmospheric circulation remains inconclusive6,7,8. Here we identify statistically significant trends in the occurrence of atmospheric circulation patterns, which partially explain observed trends in surface temperature extremes over seven mid-latitude regions of the Northern Hemisphere. Using self-organizing map cluster analysis9,10,11,12, we detect robust circulation pattern trends in a subset of these regions during both the satellite observation era (1979â€“2013) and the recent period of rapid Arctic sea-ice decline (1990â€“2013). Particularly substantial influences include the contribution of increasing trends in anticyclonic circulations to summer and autumn hot extremes over portions of Eurasia and North America, and the contribution of increasing trends in northerly flow to winter cold extremes over central Asia. Our results indicate that although a substantial portion of the observed change in extreme temperature occurrence has resulted from regional- and global-scale thermodynamic changes, the risk of extreme temperatures over some regions has also been altered by recent changes in the frequency, persistence and maximum duration of regional circulation patterns.
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                    Figure 1: Trends in mid-atmospheric geopotential heights.[image: ]


Figure 2: Trends in surface temperature extremes and atmospheric circulation patterns.[image: ]


Figure 3: Trends in circulation patterns and hot extremes over Europe.[image: ]


Figure 4: Circulation pattern and thermal extreme trends for selected regions.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 2-, 4- and 8-node SOM analyses.
SOM-derived mid-atmospheric summer (JJA) circulation patterns (500 hPa geopotential height anomalies) over Europe using 2- (a), 4- (b) and 8-node (c) analyses. White boxed values show pattern frequencies in the top left and SOM node numbers in the top right. Time series of SOM circulation pattern occurrence (black (d yrâˆ’1)), persistence (blue (d eventâˆ’1)) and maximum duration (red (d eventâˆ’1)). The slope of the trend line (yrâˆ’1) and P values (in parentheses) are colour coded, with the values from 1979 to 2013 (solid trend line) displayed above those from 1990 to 2013 (dashed trend line). Statistically significant trends (5% significance level; Methods) are shown by bold fonts in the scatter plots. Geopotential height fields are sourced from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis33.


Extended Data Figure 2 16-node SOM analysis.
SOM-derived mid-atmospheric summer (JJA) circulation patterns (500 hPa geopotential height anomalies) over Europe derived from a 16-node analysis. White boxed values show pattern frequencies in the top left and SOM node numbers in the top right. Time series of SOM circulation pattern occurrence (black (d yrâˆ’1)), persistence (blue (d eventâˆ’1)) and maximum duration (red (d eventâˆ’1)). The slope of the trend line (yrâˆ’1) and P values (in parentheses) are colour coded, with the values from 1979 to 2013 (solid trend line) displayed above those from 1990 to 2013 (dashed trend line). Statistically significant trends (5% significance level; Methods) are shown by bold fonts in the scatter plots. Geopotential height fields are sourced from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis33.


Extended Data Figure 3 Geopotential height trends and thermal dilation adjustment.
aâ€“d, Northern Hemisphere polar projections of 1979â€“2013 seasonal trends in 500 hPa geopotential heights (same as Fig. 1, reproduced here for convenience). e, Area-weighted trends in seasonal geopotential heights over the Northern Hemisphere and regional SOM domains. fâ€“j, Trends in raw and detrended geopotential height SOM pattern occurrence (OCC), persistence (PER) and maximum duration (DUR) in units of d yrâˆ’1 yrâˆ’1 for domains and seasons highlighted in the main text. The magnitudes of the (removed) seasonal Northern Hemisphere trends can be found in e. Grid cells highlighted in grey contain trends significant at the 5% level (Methods). SOM circulation patterns are abbreviated as follows: A, anticyclonic; C, cyclonic; and combinations of the two represent dipole patterns and westâ€“east configurations. Geopotential height fields are sourced from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis33.


Extended Data Figure 4 1979â€“2013 (satellite era) robust atmospheric circulation pattern trends.
Time series of circulation pattern occurrence (black (d yrâˆ’1)), persistence (blue (d eventâˆ’1)) and maximum duration (red (d eventâˆ’1)) from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis33: a, summer over Europe; b, summer over western Asia; c, summer over eastern North America; d, autumn over eastern Asia; e, autumn over western Asia; f, autumn over central North America; g, autumn over eastern North America; and h, spring over Europe. Statistically significant trends ((yrâˆ’1); 5% significance level; Methods) are identified by bold font in the scatter plots.


Extended Data Figure 5 1990â€“2013 (ice era) robust atmospheric circulation pattern trends.
Time series of circulation pattern occurrence (black (d yrâˆ’1)), persistence (blue (d eventâˆ’1)) and maximum duration (red (d eventâˆ’1)) from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis33: a, winter over western Asia; b, winter over central Asia; c, summer over western Asia; d, summer over eastern North America; e, autumn over western Asia; and f, autumn over eastern North America. Statistically significant trends ((yrâˆ’1); 5% significance level; Methods) are identified by bold font in the scatter plots.


Extended Data Figure 6 1979â€“2013 (satellite era) Northern Hemisphere extreme temperature occurrence trends.
Satellite-era extreme temperature trends (d yrâˆ’1 yrâˆ’1) for winter cold (a) and hot (b) occurrences; spring cold (c) and hot (d) occurrences; summer cold (e) and hot (f) occurrences; and autumn cold (g) and hot (h) occurrences. Trends are calculated from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis 2-m daily maximum/minimum temperatures33. Grid cells with statistically significant trends (5% significance level; Methods) are stippled.


Extended Data Figure 7 1990â€“2013 (ice era) Northern Hemisphere extreme temperature occurrence trends.
Ice-era extreme temperature trends (d yrâˆ’1 yrâˆ’1) for winter cold (a) and hot (b) occurrences; spring cold (c) and hot (d) occurrences; summer cold (e) and hot (f) occurrences; and autumn cold (g) and hot (h) occurrences. Trends are calculated from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis 2-m daily maximum/minimum temperatures33. Grid cells with statistically significant trends (5% significance level; Methods) are stippled.


Extended Data Figure 8 Sensitivity of pattern similarity to number of SOM nodes.
To determine an adequate number of SOM nodes, we follow a modified version of the methodology introduced by ref. 12, wherein the mean pattern correlation of all daily geopotential height anomaly fields and their matching SOM node patterns are computed for a suite of different SOM node counts (3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8), for all regions and all seasons (black dots). We also compute the maximum/minimum pattern correlation of daily geopotential height anomaly fields with their matching SOM node pattern (red dots) and the maximum/minimum SOM-pattern-to-SOM-pattern correlation (blue triangles). The goal is to select an adequate number of nodes such that: (1) the mean pattern correlation of all daily geopotential height anomaly fields is relatively large; (2) the minimum pattern correlation of daily geopotential height anomaly fields is relatively large; and (3) the maximum SOM-pattern-to-SOM-pattern correlation is relatively small. Similar to ref. 12, we find that four SOM nodes are generally sufficient to capture the different modes of atmospheric variability, but small enough that SOM patterns depict distinct circulations. Geopotential height anomaly fields are sourced from the NCEP-DOE-R2 reanalysis33.


Extended Data Table 1 Significant reanalysis circulation pattern trends and summary of multiple hypothesis testingFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Quantitative partitioning of temperature extreme trends for select SOM analysesFull size table
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        Editorial Summary
Atmospheric circulation and extreme temperatures
Changes in atmospheric circulation â€” the position of the jet stream or intertropical convergence zone for example â€” may be linked to changes in the occurrence of temperature extremes, but quantitative evidence is scarce. Daniel Horton and colleagues identify statistically significant trends in mid-atmospheric circulation patterns over Eurasia and North America, with the trends partially explaining observed changes in extreme temperature. At present, it is unclear whether these trends are related to greenhouse gas emissions or natural variability, and better-understood thermodynamic changes control more of the overall trends in extremes. But in some regions and for some types of extreme temperature events, shifts in atmospheric circulation are an important actor.
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